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5. Derived Strategies (near doubles, adding 9,build to next
ten, fact families, intuitive strategies)

Given an addition or subtraction problem, strategies such as near doubles, adding 9, build to
next ten, fact families and intuitive strategies are evident.

a. Adding Nine
Materials: None

Group size: Whole class

Students use the rhyme to learn the adding nine rule. If appropriate, they may be able to add
another verse.

Rhyme to the tune of “I’m a Little Teapot”

I love to add the number nine

There is a rule which works all the time

Take one off the units, add it to the tens

You can do it again and again

Sixty five plus nine makes seventy four

“Oh” you shout, “Let’s do some more”

Thirteen plus nine is twenty two

Now you know the rule you should use it too

b. Fact Families (Worksheet 40)
Materials: worksheet for each individual or pair (optional)

Group size: Individuals or pairs

Students use their knowledge of fact families to ten to complete the following statements. (This
can be done on the whiteboard or as a worksheet).

I know that 2 + 8 = 10, therefore I also know   8 + 2 = 10
10 – 8 = 2
10 – 2 = 8

Extension: This practise can be used with fact families to 20 also.
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c. Chonks Visit Earth
Materials: none

Group size: Small group

This task is a useful means of assessing what the students know about different strategies to
use when adding and subtracting numbers.

Explain to the students that they have just had a new girl arrive at their school from Chonk
Rock. (Refer Place Value Growth Point 2 Activity d) This is a planet far away in the solar system.
Chonks know nothing about the way we work at school, so your teacher has asked you to help
teach the new Chonk girl, some of the things you know about Maths. Each group is asked to
put on a short play to dramatise one of the addition or subtraction strategies that can be used.

The strategies to be presented are

• doubles

• commutativity

• adding ten

• tens facts

• near doubles

• adding nine

• build to next ten

• fact families

Use your play to show these strategies might be useful in everyday life on Earth.

d. How will you solve it?  (Worksheet 41)
Materials: one algorithm card for each pair

Group size: Pairs

Each pair is given an algorithm on a card. They must decide together what they think is the
most appropriate strategy (there may be more than one in some cases) to use to solve this
algorithm and use it to find the solution. Each pair then finds another pair to whom they must
then explain which strategy they used to solve their problem and why. The partners then use the
strategy to determine the answer and check for accuracy.

Extension: Pairs can write another algorithm to give to their partners which would be most
suitably solved using the same strategy.
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e. Dice Throw
Materials: two red dice and two blue dice, and one calculator (optional) for each pair

Group size: Pairs

One student rolls the blue dice and adds the two numbers together to find the total.  i.e. Rolls 4
and 3 and has total of 7.

The other student then rolls the two red dice and uses the numbers to make a two digit number.
i.e. Rolls 5 and 3, can make either 35 or 53.

Working together, the students then add the number from the blue dice together with the
number from the red dice, using an appropriate strategy. Record the answer on paper, and can
be checked with a calculator if desired.

On the next turn students swap tasks.

Whole class discussion about the highest number calculated by a group, and the strategies
used.

Variation: Students subtract the total found on the blue dice from the two digit number created
by the red dice.

Extension: What is the highest total that could be scored? What is the lowest total that could be
scored? How do you know this?


